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alabaster Made of alabaster.
The gilded alabaster tomb of Sir Anthony Browne.

below On a floor below.
He jumped from the window into the moat below.

downstairs Situated downstairs.
The downstairs or downstair phone.

enclosed (of a religious order or other community) secluded from the outside world.
An enclosed porch.

indoor Relating to sports played indoors.
Indoor activities for a rainy day.

indoors The area or space inside a building.
They went indoors and explored the house.

inmost Being deepest within the self.

inner
A shot that strikes the inner.
The Doctor found the bull and held it to the close while Servis only scored
inners.

inside On the inside.
In winter we play inside.

interior The internal affairs of a country.
The interior lighting is not adequate.

internal Inner parts or features.
The tube had an internal diameter of 1 1 mm.

intramural Situated or done within a community.
Both intramural and churchyard graves.

inward Directed or moving inward or toward a center.
She felt an inward sense of release.
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inwardly With respect to private feelings.
Inwardly seething he did as he was told.

located Situated in a particular spot or position.
Valuable centrally located urban land.

marble
A game in which marbles are rolled along the ground with the aim of hitting
those of one s opponent.
A pair of dramatic marbles showing dogs attacking a buck.

matching Equal in number or amount; equivalent.
A blue jacket and matching skirt.

mural Of or relating to walls.
Mural thrombosis.

position A proposition laid down or asserted a tenet or assertion.
The unpleasant situation or position of having to choose between two evils.

privileged Confined to an exclusive group.
The privileged few.

sculpt Create by shaping stone or wood or any other hard material.
Sculpting human figures from ivory.

sculpture Form or shape as if by sculpture especially with strong smooth curves.
The boundary between painting and sculpture is displaced.

settle Become settled or established and stable in one s residence or life style.
I finally settled with my old enemy.

signpost Mark with a signpost as of a path.
Most of the walks were well signposted.

situated Situated in a particular spot or position.
Nicely situated on a quiet riverbank.

structure Give a structure to.
The structure of the benzene molecule.

therein In that place, document, or respect.
It shall be sufficient evidence of the facts therein contained.

throughout
From beginning to end of an event or period of time.
I am grateful for the way in which those who attended the inquiry conducted
themselves throughout.

upstage Move upstage forcing the other actors to turn away from the audience.
When he tried to upstage her she sauntered down to the front of the stage.

within Internally or inwardly.
Beauty coming from within.
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